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Abstract:  A Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) is used to simulate the sea surface 

temperature of the Tropical and North Pacific. Based on the different combinations of two air-Sea 

flux data sets (COADS and ECMWF) and two bulk parameter formulas (non-constant and 

constant), four numerical experiments are carried out. The following conclusions can be deduced 

from the numerical results. (1) The numerical results using non-constant bulk parameter formula 

are much better than those using constant one. In the Pacific area from 40°N to 20°S, the annual 

average SST obtained from the experiment using non-constant bulk parameter formula is 0.21 °C 

higher than that from the satellite-based SST climatology (the pathfinder data). However, the 

difference is 0.63 °C for the experiment when the using constant one. (2) HYCOM successfully 

simulates the monthly variation of climatological SST in tropical and north Pacific basins and 

monthly spatial variation of Western Pacific Warm Pool. Especially in the Pacific area from 40°N to 

20°S, the difference of the seasonal averaged SST between pathfinder data and the result of 

experiment 2 (using COADS data set and non-constant bulk parameter formula) is only about  

0.02 °C. (3)The simulation results using different Air-Sea flux data are different and the difference 

is very large in some regions. In the northwest of the model region, the annual average SST 

obtained from experiment 2 (using COADS data set) is 1°C higher than that obtained from 

experiment 4 (using ECMWF data set). Contrarily, the result of experiment 4 is 1 °C larger than 

that of experiment 2 in the southeast of the model region. The largest difference is about 4 °C 

occurred near the area of 58°N, 140°E and the Bohai sea. 
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1  Description of HYCOM model 

 

The Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) is a primitive equation global ocean general 

circulation model with hybrid vertical coordinates(isopycnic coordinate、sigma coordinate and z coordinate) 

that evolved from the Miami Isopycnic-Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM)  by Rainer Bleck[1-3] and his 

colleagues. In recent years, some scholars have carried out much research based on HYCOM model. 
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Bleck[3] proved theoretically that HYCOM model can be used in the shallow seas and non-stratificated 

areas through the combination of isopycnic coordinate、z coordinate and sigma coordinate. And he also 

proved through the experiment that the model is capable of maintaining a physically consistent layer 

structure over long period (the integral time is 100 years in the experiment). Chassignet et al. [4] discussed 

the importance of thermobaricity and the choice of reference pressure in the simulation. Thacker [ 5, 6] used 

optimal interpolation to assimilate XBT data into HYCOM. This approach can be generalized to 

accommodate other types of data. Halliwell [7] evaluated the vertical coordinate and vertical mixing 

algorithms included in the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model in low-resolution climatological simulations of 

the Atlantic Ocean. By comparing simulations to climatology, the best model performance is realized using 

hybrid coordinates in conjunction with one of the three available differential vertical mixing models: the 

nonlocal K-Profile Parameterization, the NASA GISS level 2 turbulence closure and the Mellor–Yamada 

level 2.5 turbulence closure. Kara [8-13] examined the sensitivity of sea surface temperature (SST) to water 

turbidity, and the effects of ocean turbidity on upper-ocean circulation features including sea surface 

height and mixed layer depth (MLD) and on annual mean climatological time scales in the Black Sea using 

the eddy-resolving HYCOM, which includes a nonslab KPP mixed layer model. Lee et al. [14] designed a 

series of ocean general circulation (OGCM) model experiments to determine the annual cycle of the 

Western Hemisphere Warm Pool (WHWP) heat budget and to assess the appropriateness of commonly 

used surface flux data sets in driving HYCOM simulations of the WHWP in HYCOM. Chassignet et al. [15,16] 

assimilates the XBT, CTD and Argo data to the HYOM, which is an eddy-resolving (1/12o), configured with 

22 layers, and fully global ocean prediction system. 

The above research is focused on the Atlantic Ocean and the Black Sea. In this paper, we will 

simulate the monthly variation of climatological SST in tropical and north pacific basins based on the 

different combinations of two air-sea flux data sets and two bulk parameter formulas. 

 

2  Model Configuration 

 

2.1  Model Configuration 

The computational domain spans the tropical and north Pacific basins from 20oS to 62 oN and from 

100 oE to 65 oW. The standard Mercator coordinate is used and the resolution is 1° × 1° × cos(θ) (θ is 

latitude). The zonal grid resolution is (1 × cosθ) × 111.2 km, and the meridional grid resolution is 1 ×  

(cosθ × 111.2) km, that insures the grid is a square, and the length gradually decreases from 111.2 km at 

the tropic to 73.86 km at 62 oN. The computational grids is 196×103 (Fig.1). 

The model is configured with 22 layers. Since we are interested exclusively in upper-ocean physical 

processes, we use a surface reference pressure for our target potential density values of 19.50, 20.01, 

20.52, 21.03, 21.54, 22.05, 22.56, 23.07, 23.58, 24.09, 24.60, 25.13, 25.27, 26.11, 26.44, 26.72, 26.95, 

27.14, 27.30, 27.44, 27.56 and 27.66. The target densities of the top seven layers are chosen to be 

lighter than water encountered almost everywhere in the ocean so that they exits as level coordinates at 
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the surface and provide reasonable vertical resolution in the surface mixed layer. The bottom topography 

is based on ETOP05 data. The KPP vertical mixing model is used. And details regarding the 

implementation of KPP in HYCOM can be found in Halliwell[7].  

 

 

The southern edges of the model domain are treated as opened boundary and the initial field is the 

Levitus climatological monthly averaged temperature and salinity in January. Boundary conditions are 

provided by buffer zones that are ten grid points wide within which temperature and salinity are relaxed to 

Levitus climatological values with the relaxation time scale increasing from 20 to 120 days. And on the sea 

surface, salinity relaxation is adopted. The model run for 20 years. And the results show that the 

upper-ocean is generally stable after ten years’ integral, so we just compare the mean values of the later 5 

years, that is, the mean values from the 16th year to the 20th year of the 20 years. 

 

2.2  Sea surface force 

2.2.1  Heat balance 

The thermodynamics and momentum exchanges on the air-sea interface have very important effects 

on the SST, SSH, MLD and upper-ocean circulation. The effects mainly arise from two aspects: 1) the 

difference of the data sets [13]; 2) the difference of the bulk parameter formulas. In this paper, two air-sea 

flux data sets and two bulk parameter formulas are combined to form four numerical experiments and 

examine the effects of air-sea flux on the model results. 

The two data sets are COADS based on the observation with the resolution of 1° × 1°and ECMWF 

based on the reanalysis simulations with the resolution of 1.125° × 1.125°. Through comparison we find 

that COADS is generally accordant with ECMWF, but there are still some differences. Especially, the 

spacial averaged ECMWF wind speed data (10 m, Fig. 2) are about 0.5 m/s larger than those of COADS 

Fig.1  Grid location. As a result of graphic size limit, every 5 grids draw a line to mark in this chart, 

where θ  is latitude, and L equals2πR/360, and R represents the earth radius. 
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data. In the northwest Pacific, the maximum wind speed in August of ECMWF is 10.15 m/s, while the 

corresponding speed of COADS is only 8.16 m/s. In the area where wind speed is less than 1 m/s, that of 

ECMWF is 0.3 m/s less than that of COADS value. For example, in January, the minimum ECMWF wind 

speed is 0.28 m/s, while the minimum COADS wind speed is 0.88 m/s (But the difference of wind speed is 

less than the limit of 3.5 m/s and it does not has effect on the model results, which is determined by the 

bulk parameter formula, and authors will select better bulk parameter formula to decrease the limit). 

Moreover, ECMWF data show that there is a little area near coast with low wind speed of about 3m/s 

which is less than the speed around the ocean area. 

 

 

In HYCOM, the effect of air-sea exchanges (except the mechanical effect of the wind) on the mixed 

layer is summed in the calculation of thermal balance:  

                                               B = R + H + ε                        (1) 

Where R is s bQ Q− , sQ the solar radiation by the surface, bQ the radiation emitted by the surface, 

H the sensible heat, and ε  the latent heat, and B  the radiative exchange. A positive flux of sensible 

heat corresponds to a loss. 

A contribution of energy by the sea following the sign of the difference between the sea and the 

atmospheric boundary layer:  

                                    H = Cpair Ex (Ts － Ta)                     (2) 

xE  is an exchange coefficient expressed as: x a TE C Wρ=                         (3) 

Where αρ is mass/volume of the air, TC sensible heat transfer coefficient, PairC specific heat of 

the air, sT sea surface temperature, aT temperature in the atmospheric boundary layer(10 meters above 

the sea surface), and W  wind velocity(10 meters above the sea surface).  

Fig. 2  Climatological monthly mean Wind speed at sea surface (10m) (ms-1) 

A1 COADS January ; A2 COADS August ; B1 ECMWF January ; B2 ECMWF August 
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Responsible for important quantities of heat exchanged between the sea and atmosphere by 

evaporation, the latent heat flux always induces a heat loss of the ocean. To formulate this term in the 

balance estimation, in HYCOM, the expression is:  

            ( )x u vE L H Eε = −                         (4) 

Where xE  is an exchange coefficient expressed as:  

x LE C Wαρ=                            (5) 

LC  is latent heat transfer coefficient. L  is latent heat of evaporation. uH  is specific humidity. 

vE  is evaporation. 

 

 

2.2.2  Mechanical energy transfers 

Mechanical energy transfers caused by the wind can be expressed by a wind stress ( )s tτ
uuv

 induced 

by the wind speed ( )W t
uuv

 as following: 

s a DC W Wτ ρ=
uuv uuv uuv

                          (6) 

DC  is a coefficient realizing sea surface drag. It is set as 310DC −≈ . The expression of the drag 

velocity at the surface is obtained by the relation : 
2 /s s ou x τ ρ=
v uuv

. 

At the point z, the classic parametrization of the concept of turbulent diffusion is used as:  

Fig. 3  Air-Sea heat flux surplus difference in January 

(A) difference of expt 2 and expt 1; (B) difference of expt 4 and expt 2; 

(C) difference of expt 4 and expt 3; (D) difference of expt 1 and expt 3; 
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u
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τ ρ ∂=

∂

v

v

                           (7) 
Where x

v

 is unit horizontal vector, and MK  is the coefficient of turbulent momentum diffusion. 

2.2.3  Bulk parameter formulas 

The different bulk parameter formulas (non-constant and constant) have great effect on the model 

results. In this paper, we compare the different bulk parameter formulas, to make sure which one is better. 

Formula 1. : constant bulk parameter formula, 0.0012TC = , 0.0012LC = , 0.0013DC =  

Formula 2. : non-constant bulk parameter formula[17] 

               
3 3 3 2

0 0.885 10 0.0748 10 0.00143 10LC W W− − −= × + × − ×              (8)               

4 4 1
1 0.113 10 4.89 10LC W− − −= − × + ×                     (9) 

                                   0 1 ( )L L L s aC C C T T= + × −                        (10) 

                                
0.98T LC C= ×                              (11) 

3 3 3 20.862 10 0.088 10 0.00089 10DC W W− − −= × + × − ×              (12) 

Thus, based on the different combinations of two air-sea flux data sets (COADS and ECMWF) and 

two bulk parameter formulas (non-constant and constant), four numerical experiments are carried out: 

experiment 1 uses COADS data and formula 1; Experiment 2 uses COADS data and formula 2; 

experiment 3 uses ECMWF data and formula 1. experiment 4 uses ECMWF data and formula 4. 

We take January for example, whose air-sea flux difference is representational, to explain the 

difference of radiative exchange induced by different data sets and different bulk parameter formulas. 

From Fig.3 A and C, and comparing formula 2 with formula 1, the difference is within ± 10 W/m2 in the 

most area. But near the boundary of northwest Pacific ocean, especially in the East China Sea and around 

the Japan Sea, result of formula 2 is 20 % lower than that of formula 1 (100 W/m2). The analysis of 

experiment results suggests that result of formula 2 is obviously improved. From Fig. 3B, D we can find 

that the results of the two formulas using CODAS data set are both 15 % (20 W/m2) larger than those 

using ECMWF data inside the ocean. Near the northwest coast to the north of 40°N, the value is about      

150 W/m2. While in the west of equatorial Pacific Ocean, the value using CODAS data is 75 W/m2 lower 

than that using ECMWF. From below experiment result, are just the areas where model simulated results 

are not good. Although the result of formula 2 is improved, the simulated SST is still about 2 °C higher than 

Pathfinder data. 
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3  Result analysis 

 

3.1  SST analysis 

In this paper, climatological monthly averaged SST data of Pathfinder data set from 1985 to 1997 are 

used to compare with the model results. Pathfinder data set is based on the satellite data, and its 

resolution is 9.3 km. But the data is smoothed using 7×7 grids, so its effective resolution is about 30 km. 

Pathfinder climatological data is widely used to compare with simulative results [18]. The difference 

between simulated values (HYCOM SST) and satellite data values (Pathfinder SST) is calculated by 

formulas 13 and 14. For the case of comparison, the values of model are interpolated into the grid of 

Pathfinder data set. 

 

 

The statistical relationship between HYCOM simulated SST (Y) and the Pathfinder SST (X) is: 

                              ME Y X= −                            (13) 

                           
( )2 1/ 2

1

1
[ ]

n

i i
i

rms Y X
n =

= −∑
                     (14) 

where the subscript i represents the month, and n equals 12, ME is mean error and rms  is the root 

mean square. 

Generally speaking (Fig. 4), the annual averaged SST ME in the open ocean is much smaller than 

that in the coastal areas. From the experiment 2 and experiment 4 (Fig. 4B, D) one can find that the former 

is about 0.5 °C less than the latter. The authors believe that it may arise from the not good simulation of 

Fig. 4  Annual mean HYCOM SST and the annual mean Pathfinder SST differences 

(A) annual mean SST ME difference of expt 1 and Pathfinder; (B) annual mean SST ME difference of expt 2 and Pathfinder; 

(C) annual mean SST ME difference of expt 3 and Pathfinder; (D) annual mean SST ME difference of expt 4 and Pathfinder; 
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the sea surface forcing data in the coastal areas. 

Fig.5A shows that the changes of annual average SST arising from different bulk parameter 

formulas are mainly concentrated in the region north of 40°N. And its intensity is about -1.5 °C ( that is to 

say, the result from formula 2 is 1.5 °C lower than that from formula 1, which is more close to Pathfinder 

data ), and its spatial distribution is very similar to the spatial distribution of SST ME which is larger than 

1.5 °C in Fig. 4A-D. So the authors believe that the model result may get further improvement by 

improving the air-sea flux parameter formulas. From Fig. 5B, we can find that the difference between 

CODAS and ECMWF data sets can significantly affect the model results, and the difference of annual 

average SST ranges from -1.5 °C to 1.5 °C, and in the north-west of the simulated area, simulated SST by 

using CODAS data is about 1 °C higher than that simulated SST by using ECMWF data; While in the 

south-east of the simulated area, simulated SST by using ECMWF data is about 1 °C higher than that 

using CODAS data. The maximum is in the vicinity of 58°N, 140°E and in the Bohai Sea, and the max 

simulated SST by using CODAS data is about 4 °C higher than that using ECMWF data. Thus, the 

difference between the different data sets has a great impact on the simulation results. 

Despite the good simulation results of the model in the area to the south of 40°N, in the area to the  

north of 40°N, the simulated values are above 2 °C higher than Pathfinder values, we believe that the 

following factors may be relevant: 1) The selection of vertical layers of the model; 2) The model didn’t 

consider the effect of sea ice and precipitation; 3) The quality problem of the air-sea flux data in this area. 

So in the following discuss, we will emphasize on the simulation results in the area south of 40°N. 

 

 

From the values of ME in Tab. 1, we can find that the results of experiment 2 and experiment 4 are 

obviously better than those of experiment 1 and experiment 3. The result of experiment 1 (0.58 °C) is  

220 % larger than that of experiment 2 (0.18 °C), and the result of experiment 3 (0.68 °C) is 172 % larger 

than that of experiment 4 (0.25 °C). We can draw the similar conclusion from the rms  values. It 

suggests that the air-sea flux bulk parameter formula 2 is obviously better than that of the formula 1. On 

the other hand, the ME values of experiment 3 and experiment 4 are respectively higher than the values of 

Fig. 5  simulated annual mean SST differences 

(A)  Annual mean SST ME difference of expt 2 and expt 1;  (B)  Annual mean SST ME difference of expt 2 and expt 4; 
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experiment 1 and experiment 2 respectively. The value of experiment 3 is 17 % larger than that of 

experiment 1, while the value of experiment 4 is 39 % larger than that of experiment 2. And the rms  

values of experiment 1 and experiment 2 are respectively larger than that of experiment 3 and experiment 

4. The value of experiment 1 is 2 % larger than that of experiment 3, while the value of experiment 2 is 9 % 

larger than that of experiment 4. It is suggested that in most area, the results from CODAD data are better, 

but in some area, the error may be larger than the results from ECMWF data. We can find this point from 

Fig. 4B, D. In the Japan sea, just near the Kuroshio Extension（150°E—170°E，36°N—38°N）, the range 

of ME which is lower than -1.5 °C in Fig. 4B is larger than that in Fig. 4D. 

Through the comparison of the monthly average SST from HYCOM numerical simulation and 

Pathfinder data set, we also can draw a few valuable conclusions. From Fig. 6 we can find that the 

monthly ME curve of experiment 2 (4) is generally parallel to that of experiment 1 (3), which suggests that 

formula 2 has a total temperature drift of about 0.4 °C compared with formula 1, and its results are more 

closer to Pathfinder data. In winter and spring, simulation results of experiment 2 (CODAS data set) are 

closest to the Pathfinder value, the mean value of 6 months’ ME is 0.02 °C. The fluctuation of ME of 

experiment 4 (ECMWF data set) during 12 months is 47 % smaller than that of experiment 2 (0.22 °C).  

Tab.1  Annual mean SST ME and rms for four experiments. (℃) (statistic from 40°N to 20°S in Pacific ) 

 ME /°C Rms /°C 

Expt 1 0.58 1.05 

Expt 2 0.18 0.89 

Expt 3 0.68 1.03 

Expt 4 0.25 0.82 

 

 

Fig.6  spatial variability monthly mean HYCOM SST ME (°C)  + expt 1；○ expt 2；× expt 3；* expt 4 

The statistic results of monthly average SST prove the superiority of block parameter formulas 2 to 

block parameter formulas 1. Thus, the following discussion is only concentrated on experiment 2 and 4. 

Taking the west Pacific warm pool for example, we focus on analyzing the difference between air-sea flux 

data sets and its effect on the model. 
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3.2  The West Pacific Warm Pool analysis 

Previously studies commonly select three important characteristic values of warm pool to evaluate 

the model results such as the warm pool center, its area and its intensity [19]. Restricted by the paper length, 

we only select the West Pacific Warm Pool area to analyze. 

The West Pacific Warm Pool (WPWP) area is defined as the surrounded grid number of 

geographical longitude and latitude which is surrounded by the 28 °C isothermal. We can see from Fig.7 

that experiment 2 and experiment 4 commendably simulated the monthly variation of the warm pool area 

and shape. The distribution range begins to enlarge from January and move norwards, and reach peak 

value in September, then attenuate quickly. 

From Fig. 8, we can see more clearly that the WPWP area of experiment 2( 4 ) increases from 

smallest one in January (February) with the value of 2084 (2197) to the largest one in September with the 

value of 3480 (3095), then decreases to 2179 (2281) in December. The simulated distribution range of 

experiment 2 in spring, autumn and winter is smaller than that of Pathfinder, and the simulated distribution 

range of experiment 4 in summer is larger than that of Pathfinder data set. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8  Monthly averaged variability in WPWP area.  X-coordinate represents month; Y-coordinate  
grid numbers of SST ≥ 28 °C  
○ Pathfinder ；×  expt 2；+ expt 4 

Fig. 7  Spatial monthly variability of West Pacific Warm Pool （WPWP）. X-coordinate represents 

longit （°E）;  Y-coordinate latitude（°N）, and light color denotes 30 °C ≥ SST ≥ 28 °C；and deep 

color denotes SST ≥ 30 °C. 
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4  Sensitive Experiment 

 

HYCOM adopts hybrid coordinate of isopycnal coordinate, z coordinate and sigma coordinate, and 

this kind of coordinate is very complex. Different layer schemes affect the simulated results obviously. 

Thus, in order to discuss why the standard experiment cannot simulate well to the north of 40°N, the 

author designs a sensitive experiment to compare with the standard experiment. The sensitive experiment 

considers the vertical layers of the Atlantic Ocean, and the target potential density values are 19.5, 20.24, 

20.98, 21.72, 22.46, 23.20, 23.94, 24.64, 25.22, 25.70, 26.11, 26.44, 26.72, 26.95, 27.14, 27.30, 27.44, 

27.56, 27.66, 27.74, 27.80 and 27.84[20]. Other model configurations are the same with the standard 

experiment 2 (adopting CODAS data set and parameter formulas 2). 

Fig.9 is the distribution of ME in January from standard experiment 2 and sensitive experiment. We 

can find that in the area to the south of 40°N, the results of the two experiments are generally accordant. 

In the area to the north of 40°N, the result of sensitive experiment is obviously better in the northeast 

Pacific Ocean, the SST difference in January between model result and Pathfinder data decrease to the 

value within 1.5 °C. But the sensitive experiment result become obviously bad in northeast Pacific Ocean, 

and the maximum SST difference in January between model result and Pathfinder data is 6 °C. Thus, the 

selection of target potential density is very important, we should select different vertical layers scheme 

according to different research objects. 

 

 

 

5  Conclusions and Outlook 

 

In this paper, climatological SST variation of tropical and north pacific basins is simulated, and the 

effects on model results of COADS、ECMWF data sets and two kinds of bulk parameter formulas (constant 

bulk parameter formula and non-constant bulk parameter formula) are analyzed. The simulated annual 

averaged SST and monthly averaged SST results show that: 

Fig. 9  SST ME of standard experiment 2 and sensitive experiment in January. (°C) 
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(1) The non-constant bulk parameter formula is better than the constant bulk parameter formula. In 

the Pacific Ocean from 40°N to 20°S, the annual averaged SST obtained from the experiment using 

non-constant bulk parameter formula is 0.21 °C higher than using Pathfinder data. However, the value 

from the experiment using constant bulk parameter formula is 0.63 °C higher than that from Pathfinder 

data. 

(2) HYCOM successfully simulates the monthly variation of climatological SST of tropical and north 

pacific basins and monthly spatial variation of the West Pacific Warm Pool. Especially in the Pacific from 

40°N to 20°S, the seasonal averaged SST of experiment 2 (using COADS data set and non-constant bulk 

parameter formula) is only about 0.02 °C higher than that from Pathfinder data. 

(3) Different air-sea flux data significantly affect model results. In the northwest of model region, the 

annual average SST obtained from experiment 2 (COADS used) is 1 °C larger than that obtained from 

experiment 4 (ECMWF used). Contrarily, the result of experiment 4 is 1 °C larger than that of experiment 2 

in the Southeast of model region. The largest difference is about 4 °C occurred near (58°N, 140°E) and 

the Bohai sea. 

Although the model succeeds in simulating the monthly variation of SST of Tropical and North 

Pacific basins, it can not commendably simulate SST in the areas near Kuroshio Extension and north of 

400N. The authors will farther simulate SST in Kuroshio and the upper-ocean structure in China Sea. And 

the experiment will be improved from the following aspects: 1) assimilate the observed data into HYCOM 

model via optimal interpolation; 2) select better bulk parameter formulas to overcome the limit of minimum 

wind speed; 3) adopt more turbulent close schemes to compare; 4) design reasonable vertical layers 

scheme according to the characteristic of Kuroshio. 

Partial support for this research was provided by the State Ministry of Science and Technology of 

China through grant 2007AA09Z118, the National Basic Research Program of China through grant 

2005CB422308 and the Specialized Research Fund for the Doctoral Program of Higher Education 

through grant 20050423007. 
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HYCOM 模式对赤道及北太平洋海表温度的模拟 
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摘  要：本文使用 HYCOM 数值模式，根据两种海气通量数据集（COADS、ECMWF）和两种海气通量块体参数

化方案（常数块体参数化方案和非常数块体参数化方案）的不同结合，构成 4 组数值实验，分别模拟了赤道及北

太平洋的气候态海表温度。实验结果表明：1）在本文的实验中，非常数块体参数化方案优于常数块体参数化方案；

在太平洋 40°N-20°S 区域内，采用前者得到的年平均海表温度比 Pathfinder 卫星资料高约 0.21 °C，而采用后者

得到的年平均海表温度比 Pathfinder 卫星资料高约 0.63 °C。2）HYCOM 数值模式很好的模拟了赤道及北太平洋的

气候态海表温度变化及西太平洋暖池空间分布的月变化。特别是实验 2（采用 COADS 数据集和非常数块体参数

化方案），在太平洋 40°N - 20°S 区域内，冬春两季平均 SST 仅比 Pathfinder 卫星数据集高 0.02 °C。3）不同的

海气通量数据会对模式结果产生明显的影响。对比采用 COADS 数据集的实验 2 结果与采用 ECMWF 数据集的实

验 4 结果可以发现，在模拟区域的西北部，实验 2 比实验 4 的年平均 SST 高约 1 °C；在模拟区域的东南部，实验

4 比实验 2 的年平均 SST 高约 1 °C。两者差的最大值出现在 58°N、140°E 附近及中国渤海，约为 4 °C（实验 2

比实验 4 的年平均 SST 高约 4 °C）。 
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